GERALD GAWALDO, KG4FUR

8/12/17

DMR-FL LOCAL TECH NET SCRIPT
NET ADVISORY
Good Evening, this is (PAUSE) (CALLSIGN, FIRST NAME), the DMR-FL Local Tech Net will begin in
10 minutes on this repeater. If you need to make a quick call, please do so now...
NET PREAMBLE
Good Evening, this is (PAUSE) (CALLSIGN, FIRST NAME), in (CITY), on a (RADIO MODEL) with an
(ANTENNA TYPE) calling the DMR-FL Local Tech Net. I will be your Net Control Station this
evening. This is an informal net organized to foster communication among DMR AND BMR users
as well as discussion on DMR topics to include equipment & operation. All Amateur Radio DMR
Enthusiasts are invited and encouraged to check in. (PAUSE)
This net convenes Sunday evenings at 2000 hours (8:00 PM local Eastern time) on TS-2 TG-2 on
the DMR-FL Local Network, and TG-31124 on the Brandmeister Network. Although this net has
a NCS to control the order in which participants transmit their comments, we dispense with a lot
of the net formalities and protocols not necessary in a round-robin/open style net. (PAUSE)
All DMR registered amateur radio operators are welcome to use the DMR-FL Local Network when
not occupied by a scheduled net.
In the event that the W2GGI Delray Beach DMR repeater becomes non-operational, the DMR-FL
Local Tech Net will be conducted on Brandmeister TG-31124. Those within range of an alternate
W2GGI DMR repeater (Miami and West Palm) or another DMR repeater that supports Brandmeister
TG-31124 are unaffected. (PAUSE)
At this time we are calling any Amateur Radio Stations who are short of time ONLY [SOTA]. When
initially checking into this net, please send ONLY your Call Sign Phonetically, Your Name and Location, as
well as any topics/Q&A you may want to discuss this evening. Please check in now.

Instruction: Pause for Check-Ins and recognize them.
At this time I will do a roll call of regular check-ins to our net. All others please stand-by.
Instruction: Pause for Check-Ins and recognize them.

Net Control recognizes [Call Sign]. Name, and location. (PAUSE)
1. Instruction: Pause for Check-Ins and recognize them.
2. Instruction: Review Check-In Log (so far)
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GERALD GAWALDO, KG4FUR

8/12/17

DMR-FL LOCAL TECH NET SCRIPT
NET BODY [Info/Messages, Projects/Questions, comments]
There is no time limit on this net. Our goal is expand DMR Amateur Radio and assist DMR
enthusiasts. (PAUSE)
This evening’s net will be organized as follows:
1. Topic Discussion and /Q&A)
2. Radio and Repeater Equipment “Swap-net”
3. Final comments, announcements and 73s
EPILOGUE - CLOSING THE NET
This is (PAUSE) (CALLSIGN) Net Control for this evening’s net. Before we close tonight, is there
anyone who has not already checked-in who would like to check-in at this time? This is the last
call for net check-ins. (PAUSE)
Instruction: Pause for late check-ins and recognize them.
Are there any questions or comments regarding the announcements, or general discussion on
the net tonight? Also, any suggested topics for next week? (PAUSE)
This is (PAUSE) (CALLSIGN) I would like to thank all participating stations for your time and
cooperation as well as the information shared.
Don’t forget that there are other regional and international DMR nets
 DMR Track Net
(TG-31489)
2100L, Sundays
 NA Tech Net
(TG-3)
2100L,Wednesdays
 WW DMR Net
(TG-1)
1200L, Saturdays [1700 UTC Wntr/1600 UTC Smr]
(PAUSE)
This is (PAUSE) (CALLSIGN) closing the DMR-FL Local Tech Net at 20:__ hours and returning this
channel and associated DMR repeater to normal operations. 73 to all. (CALLSIGN) Clear
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